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wanna see your work
published here?
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opportunity to share your work with thousands of other
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GENTRIFICATION NATION
the mass mentality of total conformity
by Prabhu Silvam

The term “hipster” is undoubtedly one of the
greatest conundrums of the 21st century. Having
undergone several permutations and having
associated itself with varied connotations over
the years, being branded a “hipster” is more of a
derogatory jibe than a badge of pride these days.
Originally used to denote a particular subculture
of society, it has now evolved into a barometer
of mass conformity and unfounded grandiosity-bordering on the lines of blatant cockiness
with deep undertones of an underplayed
bourgeois way of life.
Once considered the vanguard of alternative,
boundary-pushing individuals, the term “hipster”
is no longer the embodiment of the resilient underdog - those naturally drawn
to paths less trodden,
daring to dream different.

Instead, it has become a conglomeration of urban
lifestyle cliches: a free-range grass-fed burger
in a mildly toasted brioche bun served atop
a grungy chunk of reclaimed railway sleeper;
pre-loved sixties eyewear that offer nothing more
than the onset of early cataracts because of its
non-existent UV protection; vintage continental,
steel-framed bike that Charlie Chaplain would
approve of; imported selvedge denim spun on a
Japanese loom; an unquenchable thirst for decadent cocktails and craft beers - the more atypical
the tipple, the better and of course, a penchant
for side-fading pompadours.

THE SINGAPORE HIPSTER
The gentrification of what it means be to be
truly “indie” is certainly not a local pandemic
unique to Singapore. The long, unscrupulous
arms of gentrification have struck indie enclaves
around the world, its list of victims vast and
multifarious. From East London to Portland to
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South Pigalle and Berlin, the onset of gentrification has diluted the lifeblood of these
once-thriving bastions of actual indie culture.
But the underlying reason behind Singapore’s
obsession with gentrification is more of a
cultural evolution than anything else. Life
in Singapore moves at a frenetic pace with
landscapes changing dramatically and
mercilessly in the pursuit of modernity.
As a result, what you have is a generation
of people who are unable to associate their
thoughts with a place, feeling or memory
without fear of it being taken away one day because nothing is permanent in Singapore except
change. This fear of association in turn creates a
longing for something that isn’t there. The Portuguese term coined for this is called “Saudade”
which translates into a “deep emotional state of
nostalgic or profound melancholic longing for
an absent something or someone, real or even
imagined.” This might just explain our incessant
longing for nostalgia and
all things alternative - a
protest of sorts against the
mind-numbing modernity
of Singapore.

HIPSTER PRICING
In 2016, for the third
consecutive year running,
Singapore was named
world’s most expensive city by the Economist.
Skyrocketing property prices translate into
cutthroat rentals, which is the main reason why
you end up paying $8 for a cup of coffee that
would probably cost you nothing more than $2 at
the kopitiam.

Even the idea of a “Farmer’s Market” takes on an
entirely different meaning in Singapore. Usually a
meeting place for local farmers who are willing
to sell extra fresh produce at reasonable prices,
“Farmer’s Markets” in Singapore stock up on
goods from far afield, charging in almost double
what you might pay at the supermarket for a
similar product all in the guise of marketing
vocabulary like “artisanal”, “craft” and “tradefree.” No doubt that the produce might be
authentic and painstakingly harvested, but the
hefty price tags mean these markets are essentially catering exclusively to the upper echelons
of society while leaving the rest in the
dark - a complete irony seeing how the idea of “indie”
has always been an ode to
the working class.

THE HIPSTER-PRENEUR
Another trend weaving its
way into the local hipster scene
is the “struggling artist syndrome”.
Aside from true blue dreamers who
are actually struggling to make ends
meet while pursuing their craft,
a large chunk of cafe, fashion and
business start-ups tend to be financed
by large coffers (usually Daddy’s or Mummy’s).
Despite the fact that they might already have
well-to-do families to back them up in the
event the business folds, they tend to play the
“I fought the good fight” card, ironically earning
them instant hipster street cred, while actual
entrepreneurs who begin with nothing and
sacrifice everything tend to keep a low profile,
focusing on their craft--but often failing at the
ostentatious, image-driven side of marketing the
business. And then there are actual entrepreneurs
who begin with nothing, sacrificing it all to
make it big with everything on the line who
tend to keep a low profile to focus on their craft.
In the famous opening words of hipster anthem
Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen, “Is this the real
life, is this just fantasy?” Is indie today all a
facade? Well, you decide.

By Natalie Kwan
In recent years, the
contemporary hipster subculture
has become more ubiquitous than
ever. The rise of hipster culture in Singapore
has set the stage for “trends” that society came
to recognise as ‘hipster’.
When we talk about hipsters, we don’t simply refer
to one thing. Being hipster is about sipping coffees
at the right cafes, reading the right books, partying
at the right festivals and adhering to their stylish
dress codes. Basically, it’s a whole lifestyle.

Trends to follow that will earn you brownie points with the hipster squad
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Materials for a hipster’s reading
pleasure are carefully curated;
mainstream magazines are
definitely a no-go. In their place
are alternative, independent
publications such as Cereal
and Kinfolk, which generate
travel and food-centric content
with minimalist photography.
As for books, they go for
unusual titles such as The
Diary of an Oxygen Thief,
Whiskey, Words and a Shovel
and for old souls, classics such
as The Catcher In The Rye, just
to name a few.

Flower
Power

Hipster
Coffee Joints
Unlike the average
Singaporean, hipsters don’t
fancy a Toffee Nut Latte
from Starbucks. Rather than
patronising franchise coffee
companies, they flock to
small cafes tucked away in
residential areas that roast
their coffee beans in-house,
providing them with a rich
and unique flavour. Hipsters
would gladly trudge their
way through a remote
street to suss out the best
cafe in the neighbourhood
to sit down and chill with a
good book.

Roses are red, violets are blue — but not always.
Hipster florists have become a blooming business
in recent years, creating gorgeous bouquets
using exotic seasonal blooms; some are even
handpicked and curated for special occasions.
You can often find a snapshot or two or such
floral arrangements on a hipster’s Instagram feed.
Unlike the usual plastic wrap, they come in
bespoke packaging, presented in burlap and
pastel-coloured ribbons. One can even find
rainbow-coloured roses. So if you’re single this
Valentine’s Day, order a customised bouquet just
for yourself—thistle cheer you up.

Hipster
Cribs

Hipsters are adept at designing
their homes to look like it
belongs to a movie set.
Tapestries adorn the bed
frame, draping from each side
canopy-style. Indie band
posters fill up the walls along
with abstract polaroid films
and dim fairy lights. Either that,
or everything is black and
white – for hipsters who like a
clean, minimalistic and
monochrome vibe. There is
usually soft music playing,
from some band not many
have heard of. Due to their
frequent need for a caffeine fix,
hipsters also tend to own a
personal french press at home.

Hipster
Wardrobe

The World Through
HipsterLenses
One tell-tale sign of a true blue
hipster is one with a visually
appealing Instagram feed. Go to
any hipster’s feed and expect to
see low-saturation photos taken at
abstract angles, featuring faded
hues with mysterious captions.
Hipsters are also experts at taking
whitewashed top-down shots of
scrumptious-looking cafe
brunches, so it really might be
worth taking a leaf out of their
books. Try the Hypebeast filter on
the popular photo editing app,
Vscocam for a start!

As hipsters tend to be trendsetters and not
trend followers, they don’t necessarily keep
up with the latest fashion. Among other
key apparel, plaid shirts and bucket hats
are their staple items of a young hipster,
not forgetting a trusty, beat-up pair of
Converse. Distressed jeans are popular to
complete the look. Don’t forget to top it off
with a good pair of thick, oversized glasses.
We’re told an authentic pair of Ray Ban’s
Wayfarers do the trick (it doesn’t matter if
you have 20/20 vision! No one cares).
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INSTAHIPSTA

Curated by Eugene Soh

These were random photos Eugene found in his phone.
We decided to randomly match them with quotes and
they suddenly became Instagram zeitgeist.

Because there is nothing worse than a sharp image of a fuzzy concept

We must accept finite disappointment, but
never lose infinite hope
- Dr Martin Luther King, Jr

The person lives most beautifully who does not
reflect upon existence
- Friedrich Nietzsche

A matter that becomes clear ceases to
concern us
- Friedrich Nietzsche

Death is not the greatest loss in life. The greatest
loss is what dies inside us while we live
- Norman Cousins
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Out&About
happenings

Singapore Polytechnic
End of Year Showcase
(EoYS)
When: 21 Feb - 2 Mar
10am to 5pm
Where: Atrium, URA Centre,
45 Maxwell Road
Admission: Free

Singapore Polytechnic is holding its
annual graduation exhibition for its
Diploma in Architecture (DARCH) & Diploma in Landscape Architecture (DLA)
programmes. Based on the themes of
‘Stretto’ and ‘Interlude’, the showcase
features graduating students’ design
projects as they explore residential &
commercial typologies, and user-centric landscape designs.

NUS Arts Festival 2017
- Brave New Worlds
When: 10 - 25 Mar
Where: NUS University
Cultural Centre
Admission: $19-$27

This year’s NUS Arts Festival, entitled
Brave New Worlds presents a fortnight
of immersive experiences themed
on Aldous Huxley’s eponymous,
dystopian novel. It features more than
25 dance, theatre, music and film
events from 10-25th March, bringing
together students, academic thought
leaders, and local and international
artists, with special student rates to
ticketed events at just $19. For more,
visit www.nusartsfestival.com.

Study in France 2017
Education Fair

When: 11 March / 11am - 6pm
Where: Suntec City
Convention Centre
Admission: Free
Ideal for anyone interested to really
explore their tertiary options overseas, this year’s official French education event in Singapore will include
numerous French universities, and
leading schools in the arts, business,
sciences and more, showcasing a
range of exchange programmes, BAs
and MAs available in France.

PSB: The Pitch
Business Plan
Competition for Good
Registration: 6 Mar - 27 May

In line with the opening of their
swanky new, tech-centric campus
at Marina Square, PSB Academy is
launching their first-ever business
plan competition, The Pitch. If you’re
looking to change the world as an
entrepreneur or innovator, present
a business plan for your novel idea
and stand a chance to win $8,000 in
cash and prizes. Registration is free
and entries open on 6 March 2017,
with multiple categories for ITE,
Poly, PEI, A-level, university and grad
students. Visit www.psb-academy.
edu.sg/thepitch for more.

movies
T2 Trainspotting

Raw

The follow-up to Danny Boyle’s subversive, genre-defining Trainspotting
(1996), which we’ll assume all
hipsters have seen. Twice. This time
it’s set 9 years later, bringing back
Mark (McGregor), Simon (Miller),
Daniel (Bremner) and Franco
(Carlyle). While generally clean, they
all remain addicted to something, or
as Mark puts it: “Choose Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter and hope
that someone cares.” In the ultimate
hipster move, Boyle waited until
the original cast had visibly aged 20
years to make the 9-year gap in the
story feel real.

What’s more hipster than
an emotionally-twisted
Scandinavian, vegetarian-turnedcannibal movie? And a French
one, to boot? After a French
veterinary school meat-eating
hazing ritual goes wrong, newbie
student and dedicated vegetarian
Justine (Marillier) starts down a
dark path of cannibalism, in this
moody, blood-soaked romp that
Variety described as a “deliciously
fevered stew of nightmare
material.”

Release: March 3
Cast: Ewan McGregor, Johnny
Lee Miller, Ewan Bremner,
Robert Carlyle

Release: March 16
Cast: Garance Marillier, Rabah Nait Oufella, Ella Rumpf,
Laurent Lucas, Joana Preiss
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{ insert own interpretation here }

